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Overview: Students will learn about the origins and purpose of ancient Egyptian 

mummification and how mummification helps us understand an ancient culture. Students 

join the museum educator in a step-by-step mummification procedure using our model 

mummy. The program takes place adjacent to, and draws upon, the museum’s real Egyptian 

mummy and artifacts.  

 

Background: 

The word “mummy” describes a human body that has been preserved by embalming 

techniques or by nature. Mummies have been found throughout the world in many regions 

including North America, South America, and China, but the ancient Egyptians are the most 

famous for their skillful embalming techniques and elaborate burial customs. They believed 

that, by preserving a dead body in recognizable form, the deceased would enjoy eternal life. 

 

The Egyptians viewed mummification as a deeply religious act. Every living being, they 

believed, possessed a spiritual force, a life force and a body. Death shattered the bond 

between these three elements. 

 

Student Objectives:  

1. Understand that there are multiple kinds of mummies. 

2. Learn why ancient Egyptians mummified their dead. 

3. Gain insight into Egyptian concepts of the afterlife. 

4. Participate in the step-by-step procedure of ancient Egyptian mummification. 

 

Assessments:  

1. Students will define “mummy” and give examples of different kinds. 

2. Students will know that ancient Egyptians mummified their dead so their bodies would 

be preserved to host the soul in the Afterlife.  

3. Students will list major steps in mummification – organ removal, drying of the body, 

wrapping bandages around the body, and adding spiritual objects. 

 

Program Vocabulary: 

Ahk: Best translated as the "spirit" which had to travel through the Underworld to the Final 

Judgment and subsequent entrance to the Afterlife.  

 

Ba: The personality of the deceased. It was shown as a bird with a human head, particularly 

the head of the deceased person.  

 

Canopic Jars: A set of four pottery or stone jars in which some of the internal organs of the 

mummy would be stored. They are normally made of pottery, carved limestone or 

alabaster, with lids representing the four sons of Horus.  

 



Embalming: A process which preserved the corpse by extracting the organs, filling the body cavities 

with salt and linen, and wrapping it in bandages and amulets. The aim was to create a new body that 

could survive forever in the afterlife.  

 

Ka: The ka is usually translated as “soul” or “spirit.” The ka came into existence when an individual was 

born. It was thought that when someone died they “met their ka.” A person’s ka would live on after 

their body had died. Some tombs included model houses, as the ka needed a place to live. Offerings of 

food and drink would be left at the tomb entrance so the ka could eat and drink.  

 

Mummy: A corpse, especially of ancient Egypt, whose skin and organs have been preserved by either 

intentional or incidental exposure to hot dry conditions, chemicals, extreme coldness, very high 

humidity, or lack of air.  

 

Natron: A type of salt occurring naturally in the Egyptian desert used to dry the body and organs before 

wrapping and entombment.  

 

Sarcophagus: A stone container that usually housed the coffin and mummy. The surface was often 

inscribed with texts to assist the deceased in the journey through the underworld. 

 

Enrichment Vocabulary: 

Agriculture  Balance  Biography  Death  

Decompose  Disease Human Body  Injury  

Physician Pyramid 

 

Teacher Preparation:  

Meet your Museum educator in front of the elevator on the third floor five minutes before your 

scheduled program start time.  

 

 


